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We've had our background to Geographical Information Systems. We've looked at those two historical 

studies where the people did things like geocoding. They pulled datasets together. They did map overlay. 

They looked at data quality issues. They even did network analysis. That's important stuff! Now it's time for 

us to get down a little bit to the nitty gritty and talk about some GIS Data Concepts i.e. the GIS Map 

Concepts. What are the constructs of a GIS map? They are points, lines, polylines and polygons. Let's talk a 

bit about what they are. I like to start with points. If we think of this in terms of mouse clicks - if you're 

creating a GIS map what you would do to create a point is you would of course enable the digitizing 

functionality of the geographic information system. But to create a point, you just go Click, and create 

simply a point representing something like a rubbish bin or a power pole or something like that. Now, 

imagine you wanted to create a line. Something like a section of a road or a section of water pipe that a 

water utility had in the ground, or a transect if you're doing field research. You would just enable, once 

again, the line digitizing functionality in your GIS and go Click Click to create your line. A line has a start 

point and an endpoint, okay? Now, here we come to polylines. Polylines are basically complex lines. We 

don't have mathematical lines in a GIS like they do have in things like PowerPoint and some of the CAD 

programs. If you want to create a curvy line in GIS, you basically have to digitize lots of points. Now, a curvy 

line or a polyline might represent something like a road or a meandering river. Now, once again you'd 

enable the functionality and go Click Click Click Click Click and finish it off. And you would have your 

polyline. Now, polygons are probably the most relevant thing to what we're talking about in this Challenge 

because the things that we're gonna be shading in our challenge are polygons. They're polygons (or shapes) 

representing in our case areas of land use at a point in time. Now, a polygon might also represent 

something like a football oval or perhaps a car space in a car park. Now, one of the things about polygons is 

that the start point and the end point must be identical because they must be understood to the GIS 

database to be a closed area. So, identicality of the start point and the end point are really, really 

important. The other thing that's important simplistically is that when you have polygons adjoining each 

other... so in our case we're going to have different areas of Land Use adjoining each other, that the 

polygons should not overlap, okay? Now, overlapping polygons can cause tremendous problems with GIS 

databases. Okay, see you in the next video. 
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